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NALOGI - bright satirical game in the genre of RPG. Classic combat turn-based system as in JRPG. Beautiful anime
characters, humor, a lot of dialogues and stories. Casino, church, gangsters, bureaucracy and arbitrariness of the authorities. Win

and destroy the system or pay taxes!

 Features:

 Turn-based combat system

Unusual plot

NALOGI

Combinations of tricks and spells

Beautiful and juicy anime girls

Achievements!

+ Trading cards (after Valve approval)
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Title: NALOGI
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
CUTE ANIME GIRLS
Publisher:
Tranquility games
Franchise:
CUTE ANIME GIRLS
Release Date: 17 Mar, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 2.0 Ghz or faster

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 3.0+ Compatible Card

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,Russian,Ukrainian
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Capsular is an really easy game to learn the most mechanics in just 1 game thats 10 minutes. However it's hard to master! An
very unique one shot one kill mechanic that has already 3 diffrent game modes to give some refreshments to the game.

5 Maps and 4 diffrent weapons that makes the one shot one kill game even more intresting.
And the movement feels like old school shooter games (quake ish)

I feel like the game is underpriced right now considering how much content it already has and theres more to come.
It's more then worth it to atleast give it a try!. This is a fun little game that surprised me with it's polish and charm.

Pros:
+Fun and catchy music
+Easy to learn and understand gameplay (match-4)
+Great and responsive developers

Cons:
-Only a few modes (two of which are very similar)
-A few funny little bugs and a couple rough edges to be smoothed out

Overall, it's a great little game to play and enjoy for 5 minutes or for 40+ minutes. Also the developers are really on the ball and
very open to suggestions to controls\/gameplay\/etc. I highly recommend it to anyone who wants a fun and addictive little
puzzler like Tetris with a twist.. This is essentially what you get when you take Binding Of Isaac, Rougue Legacy and some
chiptune music with dubstep an throw it in a blender.

Pros:
Good controles (Better when you use a Xbox 360\/One controller)
Great vizual desing
A decent variety of classes
And lastly, a wierd but entertaining sound track.

Cons:
Gets repetitive after the first hour or so
Not a big enough variety of monsters
Boss fights are a bit lacklustre (The red bats gives me more of a hassle than some of the bosses)

Overall:
Great time waster with limmeted replay value (For now maby?) at a decent price.. Precursor: I love this game and when it came
to steam, I bought it the first day that I had the money to.

cons:
-With few players online, the servers are generally vastly unpopulated.
-Omgeladon's team almost always loses due to the inability for the enviromentalist team to fight attackers effectively.

Pros:
-Fun and interesting gameplay

Conclusion: I cannot recommend this game because due to a dying community, you won't find populated servers.. not worth it.
THIS GAME IS AN MMO, THE SERVERS WERE SHUT DOWN YEARS AGO BUT ITS STILL BEING SOLD ON
STEAM?

This company is either scum or just too lazy to tell Steam to talk it off the store?. \u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50
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Buggy and overpriced. Avoid.. Miracle Fly is a fun little indie platformer that avoids many of the pitfalls that indie platformers
tend to have.

To me, its biggest strength is you never feel like you're getting locked out of content. Most platformers are level based, and
more levels are unlocked as you complete currently available ones. Though no matter how skilled I am, there's a good chance at
some point there will be a level I simply will not be able to beat, and as a result, I miss out on experiencing anything from a few
levels to an entire chunk of a game. Miracle Fly avoids that by having multiple paths on level selection screen, so odds are you
will usually have more than one level to choose from in order to unlock more levels. Additionally, stars can act as a cushion for
when you get into a difficult situation. These stars are collected by getting all the gems in a level, collecting a certain coin in a
level, or defeating a world's boss. For a certain amount of stars, you can revive yourself at the location of your death in a level
and receive a few seconds of invincibility. There will always be a limited amount of stars available and within a level the cost of
revival doubles with each use, so it isn't feasible to abuse the feature to make the game a cakewalk.

The game is also flexible in its requirements to complete a level. Reaching the exit portal with time to spare is the only task
required. You\u2019re welcome to collect all the gems, get every coin, or defeat every enemy, but ultimately such objectives
are optional. However there is incentive complete them, given that the aforementioned revive mechanic is tied to gem collection
and the occasional coin. This allows for an overall flexible approach that can be rewarding without feeling punishing.

The levels have a gradual increase in difficulty as the game goes on, but never feels insurmountable like I\u2019ve encountered
in other games. Levels become longer and more complex, puzzles are more demanding, enemies increase in quantity and get
harder to kill, gems become tougher to collect, bosses increase in difficulty, and health powerups become basically nonexistent.
I only take issue with the last change; if anything, health powerups should\u2019ve become more common as the game went on,
when the player is more likely to actually need them. In the game's defense however, two of the three playable characters are
able to regain health under circumstances, but depending on the level at hand, they might not have the abilities best suited for
success.

Another strength of Miracle Fly is that it never gets stale. Many platformers are mechanically sparse, and end up becoming
repetitive or poorly ramping up the difficultly to make up for the lack of mechanics. Miracle Fly is always introducing new
blocks, buttons, and enemies. Additionally, the three characters you can choose from differ in their abilities, strengths, and
weaknesses, so even if you prefer one, you\u2019ll likely use all of them at some point in the game. Some gameplay aspects
introduced are more obtuse to figure out than others, but I never felt like Miracle Fly was getting old as I played it.

Besides the previously mentioned issues of limited health powerups and occasionally hard to understand mechanics, I\u2019d
say another problem is it\u2019s easy to become dependent on the revive feature to complete a level. Odds are, you\u2019ll
have a surplus of stars to blow by the time you start reaching levels you need to revive in, and may become careless as to how
often you use them. Then, as stars become more difficult to amass as the game goes on, you might find yourself suddenly stuck
on a boss level with 0 stars, meaning you\u2019re expected to traverse the level and beat the boss while taking no more than few
hits, sometimes that\u2019s doable, sometimes it isn\u2019t. When it isn\u2019t, then you\u2019ll retreat across the level
selection screen to find any levels where you didn\u2019t get all the gems or maybe missed the coin so you can scrounge up
enough stars to at least get a 2nd chance. While I don\u2019t think the revive mechanic needed to be drastically different,
maybe limiting revivals to 1 per level would\u2019ve satisfactorily given the player a safety cushion while encouraging them to
get better at the game and not waste their stars.

I purchased the game for $1.99, and with over 20 hours in it so far, it was most certainly worth the money. Even at $7.99,
considering the girth of content you get, and it being a relatively pain-free experience, I would say it\u2019s worth it. Between
the gameplay, level design, and art, you can tell a lot of effort was put into this game, and a fun experience awaits you if you
give it a try.. this game is really just a joke the graphics are aweful the story is abismal no personality and in my opinion a waste
of money. The Game is kind of boring game
No Story in the game ,few enemy in the game and sound is nothing
not recommend. Smash Boy is a pretty good game, albeit a bit short on story, for which the Subquests and hidden mode mostly
make up for.

There is a patch available to restore removed H-Content, but I would recommend to pick it up on DLSite. If you already own
the DLSite full release of Smash Boy, then you have all of the patch contents you'll need.
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Story is about 50 minutes to 2 hours depending on both difficulty and level of techniques set up. The hidden mode might be
infinite, but as of this review, I'm at level 64 or thereabouts.. Takes way to long to get credits and access other elements of the
game unless you pay real money, which is not for everyone. decent gameplay though. It's fine, although expensive. This is really
fun and you'll find it very difficult, but it takes time. It really wants me to be precise though.
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